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Disc A
1 Vertigo Featuring Sam Bush, Stuart Duncan, Edgar Meyer, and Bryan Sutton
2 The Old North Woods
3 Slippery Eel Featuring Billy Strings and Chris Thile
4 Hug Point Featuring Sierra Hull and Molly Tuttle
5 Boulderdash Featuring Tony Trischka and Noam Pikelny
6 Our Little Secret
7 Round Rock Featuring Michael Cleveland and Jerry Douglas
8 Baptist Pumpkin Farm
9 Charm School Featuring Billy Strings and Chris Thile

Disc B
1 Strider Featuring Sierra Hull and Molly Tuttle
2 This Old Road Featuring David Grisman and Billy Strings
3 Us Chickens
4 Sour Grapes
5 Hunky Dory (A Fiddle Tune Medley: Dankworth, Tweedledum, Flies in the Buttermilk, Tweedledee, Tweener, The Brooding Fowl)
6 Tentacle Dragon (Revenge of the) Featuring Billy Strings
7 Bum’s Rush Featuring Sam Bush, Jerry Douglas, Stuart Duncan, Edgar Meyer, and Bryan Sutton
8 Hunter’s Moon
9 Wheels Up Featuring Sierra Hull and Molly Tuttle
10 Psalm 136 Featuring Chris Thile
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Disc A

Vertigo  Sam Bush: mandolin; Stuart Duncan: fiddle; Edgar Meyer: bass; Bryan Sutton: guitar.

The Old North Woods  Michael Cleveland, Stuart Duncan, and Andy Leftwich: triple fiddles; Jerry Douglas: dobro; Cody Kilby: guitar; Paul Kowert: bass; Dominick Leslie: mandolin.

Slippery Eel  Billy Contreras: fiddle; Royal Masat: bass; Billy Strings: guitar; Chris Thile: mandolin.

Hug Point  Sierra Hull: mandolin; Andy Leftwich: fiddle; Mark Schatz: bass; Molly Tuttle: guitar.

Boulderdash  Jerry Douglas: dobro; Stuart Duncan: fiddle; David Grisman: mandolin; Mark Schatz: bass; Billy Strings: guitar; Tony Trischka and Noam Pikelny: guest banjos.

Our Little Secret  Sam Bush: mandolin; Billy Contreras: fiddle; Jerry Douglas: dobro; Edgar Meyer: bass; Bryan Sutton: guitar.

Round Rock  Michael Cleveland: fiddle; Jerry Douglas: dobro; Cody Kilby: guitar; Paul Kowert: bass; Dominick Leslie: mandolin.

Baptist Pumpkin Farm  Michael Cleveland and Stuart Duncan: fiddles; Paul Kowert: bass; Cody Kilby: guitar; Dominick Leslie: mandolin.

Charm School  Billy Contreras: fiddle; Royal Masat: bass; Billy Strings: guitar; Chris Thile: mandolin.

Disc B

Strider  Sierra Hull: mandolin; Andy Leftwich: fiddle; Mark Schatz: bass; Molly Tuttle: guitar.

This Old Road  Jerry Douglas: dobro; Stuart Duncan: fiddle; David Grisman: mandolin; Mark Schatz: bass; Billy Strings: guitar.

Us Chickens  Sam Bush: mandolin; Jerry Douglas: dobro; Stuart Duncan: fiddle; Edgar Meyer: bass; Billy Strings: guitar.

Sour Grapes  Michael Cleveland: fiddle; Sierra Hull and Dominick Leslie: mandolins; Cody Kilby: guitar; Paul Kowert: bass.

Hunky Dory  Béla Fleck: cello banjo; Stuart Duncan: fiddle; Jerry Douglas: dobro; David Grisman: mandolin; Edgar Meyer and Mark Schatz: basses; Tony Trischka: guest banjo.

Tentacle Dragon (Revenge of the)  Sam Bush: mandolin; Jerry Douglas: dobro; Stuart Duncan: fiddle; Mark Schatz: bass; Billy Strings: guitar.

Bum’s Rush  Sam Bush: mandolin; Jerry Douglas: dobro; Stuart Duncan: fiddle; Edgar Meyer: bass; Bryan Sutton: guitar.

Hunter’s Moon  Michael Cleveland and Stuart Duncan: fiddles; Jerry Douglas: dobro; Paul Kowert: bass; Cody Kilby: guitar; Dominick Leslie: mandolin.

Wheels Up  Sierra Hull: mandolin; Andy Leftwich: fiddle; Mark Schatz: bass; Molly Tuttle: guitar.

Psalm 136  Chris Thile: mandolin
My Bluegrass Heart

I think of this project as the third chapter in a trilogy which began with "1984's Drive" and continued with Bluegrass Sessions in 1999. These two albums featured a core band that included Sam Bush, Tony Rice, Jerry Douglas, Stuart Duncan, and Mark Schatz. Mark O'Connor and Peter Rowan were our special guests. So the Bluegrass Sessions some 11 years later, John Hartford, Vassar Clements and Earl Scruggs were our special guests. All three of them sadly are gone today.

We recently lost Tony Rice, at the time of this writing. The loss was immense and began quite a while before his untimely death, as he struggled with performing and recording due to health concerns, eventually dropping out of the scene completely. If I may be selfish for a moment here, this left me in a bit of a pickle. You see, Tony Rice was the only guitarist I had met who could make it possible for me to play bluegrass in the way I wanted to. His remarkable ensemble playing allowed me (and really all of us) to spontaneously do things that were impossible in other circumstances, which is why we all considered it a very special occasion any time Tony was present to perform or record. I do want to say it wasn’t just Tony, it took everyone, but his impact on the musicians he played with was magical and profound.

As the years since Bluegrass Sessions began to pile up on each other and grow into decades, I began to appreciate compositions that were consciously and unconsciously designed for this band. And as Tony became less available due to his health issues, I began to wonder if that chapter of my bluegrass life had now closed. Time passed and other interesting changes had been happening on our bluegrass scene. A whole slew of new players had emerged, highly influenced by the movement. Some of these were John Hartford, Sam Bush, Tony Rice, David Grisman, Jerry Douglas, Tony Trischka, Bill Keith, and so many other great players. I had pioneered the sound of a whole lot more amazing cats of all ages that I never remember there being, in all my years of bluegrass playing.

And it was towards the end of 2019 that I started getting that itch. Partly it was spurred on by a health issue that had emerged with our baby boy, Theo. He had a very close call, life and death, really… and I didn’t want to be going anywhere on the road. For some reason, when I should have been recovering from the trauma of all of that, I suddenly realized it was time to make a Bluegrass recording. I can’t explain it. Perhaps it was an escape, or maybe I just wanted some control and to touch base with my emotional center; to make some honest music surrounded by musical friends, record it at home, and not go anywhere. And I had all these tunes that I was afraid I would forget about, or I’d die, or whatever, and they would be lost. They were burning a hole in my pocket, as they say.

So now… how was I gonna do this with no Tony Rice? Maybe it was time to embrace the present, and get more familiar with some of the bright new lights in our bluegrass galaxy.

My first reaction was—no—my albums are always a band—what’s the cohesion coming from. It had been my point of view for a long time. But as I thought about it, I realized there were so many great players now that I could explore the new bluegrass continuum on this album, and the fact that it was all music written for bluegrass in instrumentation would be the defining factor. I ran into Billy Strings one day at a festival, and we hit it off. So, late one night he came over to jam and I discovered what all the shouting was about. I knew he had done some things with David Grisman, and I also knew David was gonna be touring with Del McCoury and I saw a hole in their schedule. Maybe David would participate in something with Billy since he’s an immense debt to Tony—but thankfully—none of them are Tony Rice imitators. They have each found their own unique voices, building on Tony’s offerings. It hit us all a ton of bricks when we lost Tony. Even though he had been kind of gone for a long time already due to his restrictive lifestyle, his death compounded and finalized a huge loss.

And there was an other enormous loss in my musical world. My musical hero, mentor, and more recently, dear friend Chick Corea had passed unexpectedly. In the year before he left us, I told him about what I was working on. I even asked for his blessing on the title, which was cabbaged from his great 1976 record My Spanish Heart, which I loved. Although Chick was actually Italian and not of Spanish heritage, Spanish music was close to the center of who he was as a musician, and you could hear it in everything he did. He found a second home outside of jazz and was revered by Latin musicians and fans. He and I even won a Latin Grammy together.

My own experience of being a performer stems from my days as a child, when I had found his home in an other cultural musical family mirrored Chick’s. Here I was, a New York City kid with no family ties to folk music or bluegrass who discovered his identity in the bluegrass community. I would venture that you can hear bluegrass in everything I do, whether or not I intend it, similar to the Spanish influence in Chick’s music.

So I asked for his blessing to use the title My Bluegrass Heart. And he laughed and gave me that blessing.

I’d like to thank all the incredible musicians who brought their talents to bear on this project. And I’d like to dedicate the album to Tony Rice and Chick Corea.

Béla Fleck
March 2021

For The Sound Freaks

My Bluegrass Heart was recorded at 96 k 32 bit, transferred to analog 30 inch half inch ATR, and re-digitized at 192 k 24 bit. Why? Because we could! It made the delivery quality 44.1k 16 bit sound way better. And in the future there can be high def versions.

For My Bluegrass Heart banjo tabs go to BélaFleck.com.
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Thank Yous

David Hirshland and our new friends at Renew Records/BMG, David Bendett and Noelle Panepento, Carla Parisi, Adam Moore, Kate Knobloch—team yes! Lawyer wing of the team: Elliot Groffman, Ira Friedman, Richard Battaglia for enabling my crazy recording plans into reality, friendship, and knowing when to help and when to leave me to my obsessions, Chuck Ainlay for mix notes and helping me land the final version, also Ted Jensen, Chris Grainger, Dan Mallice, Roger Allen Nichols, and Dave Sinko. Thanks for putting up with my convoluted second-guessing process! Chris Mara and everyone at Welcome to 1979, also many thanks. Richard Dodd for ongoing great counsel and many years of excellent mastering.

To Peter Frampton and Darren Hurst for letting us print the mixes on the incredible sounding ATR half inch tape machine at your studio. Gary Paczosa and Garth Fundis for the loan of some very special old mics, and to Willy Matthews for his insightful and beautiful paintings and photography.

Mix notes: Richard Battaglia, Sierra Hull, Mark Schatz, Cody Kilby, Bryan Sutton, Gary Paczosa, Richard Dodd, Chuck Ainlay and Kai Welch. These folks all listened closely to the album and gave me their honest impressions, feedback, and sometimes some very detailed notes. They have all made the final version way better and I really appreciate the help!

To the Downtown Music Group, GHS, Goldtone Banjos, the folks at RME, Mark Horowitz, my family, all of em! DCS, who make the amazing Bartok, for top quality headphone monitoring. To Woody Platt, Josie Hoggard and all the folks who make my Blue Ridge Banjo Camp such an awesome yearly event.

And always, Abigail, Juno and Theo.

—B. F.